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Abstract
SIREV (Sector Imaging Radar for Enhanced Vision) is
an innovative radar system which can supply high-quality
images of a sector in front of an aircraft under almost
every weather condition. In contrast to synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) systems, no relative motion between sensor
and targets is required in SIREV. The high frame
repetition frequency in SIREV allows to detect even very
rapid changes in the imaged scenes. Besides a map of the
earth’s surface, the complex-valued radar images can be
further processed to supply additional information about
the topography and objects in the field of view. A fast
processing algorithm has been developed for SIREV
which allows a very accurate, phase preserving and
efficient image formation. Raw data were obtained by a
first demonstration flight using a helicopter as a platform
and the data processing results show good agreement
with the theory. Motion errors of the platform could be
extracted from the range compressed raw data avoiding
the need of an inertial navigation system. After the image
formation, coherent and incoherent image averaging
processes have been applied to improve the image
quality. The evaluation of the computational effort shows
that a real-time hardware realization can be carried out
using off-the-shelf digital components.
1. Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has proved as a
valuable tool in many applications where weather
independent imaging is required, but, inherent to the
underlying principle, it suffers from a visualization gap
with respect to the forward looking direction [2][8]. In
order to fill this blind spot a new radar system called
Sector Imaging Radar for Enhanced Vision (SIREV) has
been developed at the German Aerospace Center [1][9].
This innovative system has the potential to supply high
quality radar images of a sector in front of the aircraft.
SIREV originated from a time to space mapping of the
SAR principle by replacing the virtual antennas in SAR
with a set of physically existent antenna elements
distributed in space [10]. This array may be arranged and
operated in many different ways. Most akin to a SAR
system is the monostatic mode where each element has
both transmitting and receiving capabilities. By switching
the elements sequentially, image formation may be
achieved by a coherent processing of the radar echoes
similar to a conventional SAR system [2]. Alternatively,
the radar echoes may be recorded simultaneously by all
array elements which will increase the performance of the
system.  The disadvantage of these operational modes is
that a T/R module is required for each array element
which increases the complexity and costs of the necessary
hardware. A more cost-effective realization may be
achieved by using only one transmit antenna, which leads
to a bistatic configuration where the receive antennas are
spatially separated from the transmit antenna. This
configuration can also be operated in either a
simultaneous or a sequential mode. The simultaneous
recording makes  optimum use of the transmitted signal
power by a large effective antenna area, whereas the
sequential mode minimizes the hardware requirements.
The major drawback of the bistatic configuration with one
transmit antenna is, that it reaches only half of the image
resolution as compared to the monostatic case. In
principle, it is also possible to combine the advantages of
the monostatic and bistatic configurations using a small
number of transmit antennas.
2. SIREV geometry and data acquisition
The current SIREV system consists of one transmit
antenna and a linear array of receiving patch elements as
shown in Figure 1. The receive antennas are centered
around the across-track position y=0 at height z=h, while
the transmit antenna is at position x=0, y=0 and z=h-zoffset.
The direction parallel to the receiving array is termed
azimuth and the direction orthogonal to azimuth in
forward direction, slantwise to the ground, is denoted as
slant range. Correspondingly, the direction of the x-axis is
termed ground range. For a point target at ground range
position xp and azimuth position yp the transmit and
receive paths RTX and RRX of the radar signal are given by
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where for convenience the point target slant range position
22 hxr pp +=  has been introduced. The variables yi denote
the positions of the receiving antenna elements.
Figure 1: Basic SIREV geometry
Using the definitions for the signal transmit and receive
paths, the SIREV signal modulation of a point target at
position rp and yp can be written as
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where τ denotes the range time, c0 is the velocity of light,
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describes the linear frequency modulation of a range chirp
with modulation rate ke . The azimuth modulation is given
by the second exponential term. The contributions from
the pulse envelope and the antenna weighting have been
omitted in this equation since the phase functions are more
important for the development of the processing
algorithms.
3. SIREV processing
3.1. Spatial domain focusing
In general, the focusing of the SIREV raw data may be
achieved by a space-variant 2-D correlation
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where s(yi,τ) is the unfocused raw data signal recorded by
the Na antenna elements and u(y,r) is the processed
complex image expressed in terms of azimuth y and slant
range r. According to the matched filter concept, the
space-variant 2-D kernel h(y i ,τ;y,r)  is given by the
complex conjugate of the predicted response of an ideal
point scatterer located at (y,r), i.e.,
h(y i ,τ;y,r)=s*(y i ,τ;y,r) .  While such a 2-D focusing
approach maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio under the
reasonable assumption of second-order white background
noise, it is also most expensive from a computational
point of view, since a two-dimensional integration has to
be performed for each pixel in the final image.
A computationally more efficient focusing algorithm
may be derived, if the received raw data signals are first
compressed in range by a 1-D convolution:
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Here, hr(τ) is the time-reversed complex conjugate of the
transmitted chirp of duration Tp. The range compressed
signal is denoted by  urc(yi,r). Since the convolution in this
equation is time-invariant, it may efficiently be
implemented in the frequency domain by taking advantage
of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). After range
compression, the response of a point scatterer located at
(yp,rp) may well be approximated by a set of δ-impulses at
r(y i ;yp ,rp)=RT X(yp ,rp)+RR X(y i ;yp ,rp) .  Thus, azimuth
compression is achieved by the 1-D space variant
correlation:
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where the kernel ha is given by
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In this approach, the inseparable and shift-variant 2-D
correlation has been approximated by two 1-D
correlations, resulting in a considerably reduced
computational effort. For a large number of antenna
elements, the efficiency may be further increased by an
appropriate adaptation of the Extended Chirp Scaling
Algorithm [7][5], which is introduced in the next section.
3.2. Extended chirp scaling algorithm for SIREV
An efficient processing algorithm for SIREV has been
derived from a reformulation of the Extended Chirp
Scaling algorithm [6][7][5]. Figure 2 summarizes the
basic processing steps. As can be seen from the block
diagram, the algorithm basically consists of Fourier
transforms and complex multiplications, thus allowing an
efficient implementation which takes advantage of the
FFT algorithm. It is also possible to integrate a motion
compensation into the processing as shown by the gray
boxes. A detailed description of the algorithm and a
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derivation of the associated scaling functions may be
found in [6].
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Figure 2: Extended Chirp Scaling algorithm for SIREV
4. Results from an experimental model
In order to prove the feasibility of the SIREV principle,
a functional model has been built up at the German
Aerospace Center [1]. To minimize the costs it was
preferable to use existing radar hardware even with
specifications that were not optimized for this purpose.
For example, a sequential switching of the 56 receiving
antenna elements was necessary and the experimental
model had to be built up in X-Band notwithstanding the
poor image resolution to be expected due to the short
antenna length of 2.85m. Details of the radar hardware
and the antenna system may be found in [1] and [11].
Table 1: Recording parameters
recorded scene
corner
reflector
river
“Lech”
Center frequency 9.5 GHz
Chirp bandwidth 100 MHz
Antenna length 2.85 m
Number of receive antenna
elements 56 (equally distributed)
PRF (sequential switching) 14793 Hz
Chirp duration 1.3 µs 1.3 µs
Average helicopter velocity 28 m/s 21 m/s
Average helicopter altitude 1056 m 927 m
Average ground level 556 m 645 m
In the following, we will report our experimental
results from two helicopter flights in the vicinity of
Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany). The first scene contained a
large corner reflector as the main scattering element and
data from this recording were used for a calibration of the
system. The second raw data set was obtained during a
flight across the river ‘Lech’. The recording parameters of
these two flights are summarized in Table 1.
4.1. Raw data analysis
In order to test the integrity of the recorded raw data
set we first investigated the response to the large corner
reflector. An excerpt of the demodulated complex format
raw data is shown in Figure 3 on the left, where the
dominant chirp signals from the corner reflector are easily
recognized.
            (a)                   (b)                         (c)
Figure 3: Raw data analysis of the corner reflector
response. (a) Excerpt of the recorded raw data in
complex format. (b) Magnitude of the range
compressed data. (c) Comparison of the measured
(solid line) and the simulated (dashed line) azimuth
phase response curves for a corner reflector located
at an azimuth angle of zero degrees and a slant range
distance of 891 m.
From a visual inspection of the raw data an important
aspect becomes immediately apparent: the recorded
azimuth phases suffer from substantial discontinuities,
which manifest themselves as disruptions between the
individual range lines. These phase errors, which are
mainly caused by the different wiring and radiation
properties of the individual antenna elements, are a major
concern, since they will substantially degrade the image
quality. To quantify the phase errors, we first compressed
the received radar signals in range and then extracted the
azimuth phase response of the corner reflector (Figure 3, b
and c). In this representation, large phase discontinuities
up to π±  become apparent. For comparison, the
analytically derived azimuth phase function of an ideal
point target at azimuth position m00 =y  and slant range
m5,7610 =r  is also plotted in this figure using a dashed
curve. Improved focusing will be achieved for all
recorded frames by multiplying each recorded range line
with a complex phasor, which is immediately derived
from the difference of the measured azimuth phase and its
theoretical prediction. The successful focusing by this
method is demonstrated in Figure 4, where we compare an
example of one compressed corner reflector response with
the impulse response function of an ideal point target
located at m6,90 =y  and m8,6810 =r . The raw data
frame was recorded approx. 3 seconds after the frame on
which the phase correction is based.
Figure 4: Comparison of the theoretical (top) and
measured corner reflector response (bottom).
In the phase compensation algorithm introduced above,
we have implicitly assumed that all phase errors are both
time- and space-invariant. In order to test this hypothesis
we have extracted the compressed corner reflector
responses for a sequence of 10.000 frames corresponding
to a flight period of 37,9 seconds. A visualization of the
azimuth profiles of these corner reflector responses is
shown in Figure 5 as a 3-D surface plot.
From the temporal sequence of the azimuth profiles in
Figure 5 it becomes apparent, that the focusing is almost
independent of both the azimuth angle and the frame
number, thus supporting the hypothesis of space- and
time-invariant phase errors. However, a closer look into
the corner reflector responses revealed some small but
systematic space-variant errors, which are presumably due
to variations in the phase pattern of the receiving array
antenna. In principle, a compensation of these space-
variant azimuth phase errors may be incorporated in the
correlation algorithms introduced in Section 3.1, where
we apply for each pixel in the output image a different
reference function. Since an accurate implementation of
this technique requires knowledge of a large number of
phase response curves for a densely sampled grid of
azimuth and elevation angles, we have restricted the phase
error correction to the space-invariant phase shift of the
range lines as described before.
Figure 5: Temporal sequence of corner reflector
responses. The azimuth profile of the focused radar
image is shown as a function of azimuth angle and
frame number.
4.2. Image processing results
In the preceding subsection we have demonstrated that
a successful focusing of the recorded SIREV raw data is
achieved, if the phase disruptions between the individual
range lines are appropriately compensated. Using the
phase corrections derived from the corner reflector
response, we have also processed the raw data of the flight
across the river ‘Lech’. An example of an image obtained
by the SIREV processing is shown in Figure 7 (a).
The displayed image has an extension of 1150 m in slant
range. The azimuth extensions are 163 m in near range and
790 m in far range. From the processed image it becomes
apparent, that system noise is a major concern. The low
SNR was mainly caused by the sequential switching and the
low gain of the receiving antenna elements.
4.3. Noise suppression
As we have seen in the preceding section, the
processed SIREV images suffer from a substantial
contamination with noise. To alleviate these deteriorating
effects, we took advantage of the high image repetition
frequency (fimg=PRF/56=264Hz) by appropriately
combining the information of consecutively recorded
frames. Most conveniently, this is achieved by a linear
summation over several frames. In order to compensate
for systematic phase shifts induced by the helicopter
movement, an appropriate phase correction has to be
applied prior to complex summation. In our algorithm,
which will be explained in detail below, this phase
correction is automatically extracted from the image
sequence. As an alternative, the necessary phase offsets
could be deduced from the motion parameters of the
helicopter. The block diagram in Figure 6 summarizes the
algorithm, which consists of three processing steps.
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Figure 6: Block diagram of coherent SIREV image
smoothing procedure.
The coherent SIREV smoother starts with a set
{ }),(,),,(1 ryuryu N=u  of N  complex valued images
denoted by ),( ryui . From this set phase differences
),( ryiϕ∆  between successive image pairs are computed
using complex multiplication and taking the argument
(phase) of the result:
[ ]),(),(arg),( * 1 ryuryury iii +⋅=ϕ∆
This yields a set of 1−N  phase differences which may
be visualized in 2-D space by 1−N  vectors of unit
length. An illustration of this processing step is shown
within the first block of Figure 6. Taking advantage of the
vector representation of complex numbers, an average
phase offset may be computed using 2-D vector
summation as illustrated in the second block of Figure 6.
Analytically, this can be written as
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where ),( ryϕ∆  denotes the two-dimensional average
phase offset. An example of the spatial phase distribution
obtained by this 2-D phase smoothing process is provided
in Figure 7 (b), where ),( ryϕ∆  has been computed for a
set of 50=N  complex images.
The average phase offset function ),( ryϕ∆  is now
used to correct the phase of the individual complex
images for possible shifts due to movements of both the
transmit and the receive antennas. This can be achieved by
multiplying each input image ),( ryui  with a complex
phase factor ( )ry
i
,ϕ  which is immediately derived from
the average phase offset ),( ryϕ∆ :
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In this equation, a linear motion of both the receiving and
the transmitting antennas has been assumed, resulting in
an approximately linear decrease of the phase values as
the helicopter moves forward. In a final step, the N  phase
aligned complex images are coherently summed according
to the formula
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which yields the smoothed image ),( ryu . An example of
the resulting image obtained by this complex averaging
process is shown in Figure 7 (c), where the number of
coherently summed images is 50=N . It becomes apparent
that the coherent smoothing technique substantially
improves both the image contrast and the SNR.
The coherent smoothing process described above may
also be combined with an incoherent average, as given by
a linear summation of several detected images after
coherent summation. The result of this hybrid smoothing
technique is shown in Figure 7 (d) for a total of 50
coherently and 50 incoherently averaged images. As can
be seen from the last image in Figure 7, the incoherent
summation further reduces the noise at the cost of a
slightly impaired image resolution. The deterioration in
geometric resolution may be avoided by an appropriate
spatially inhomogeneous shift of the individual images
which basically compensates for the helicopter movement.
This ‘co-registration’ allows also the number of averaged
images to be increased, which will further improve the
quality of the resulting image.
  
                    (a)                                           (b)
  
                     (c)                                          (d)
Figure 7: Results of SIREV processing: (a) Focused
image. (b) Average phase offset. (c) Coherent
smoothing with N=50. (d) Hybrid smoothing.
5. Discussion
This paper has given a short overview of the data
acquisition, modeling and processing of SIREV raw data.
The final result of the experimental model was a short
movie, composed of several successive images as in
Figure 7(c), which demonstrates the validity and
applicability of the SIREV principle. An excerpt of the
movie is accessible on the SIREV Internet homepage [4].
SIREV has a great potential for applications where a
radar mapping with short to moderate range distances with
a forward looking geometry is required. The image
formation is based on a digital beam forming on receive
which allows a great flexibility for correcting phase and
amplitude errors caused by the radar system or platform
induced motion errors. By this, the side-lobes of the
impulse response function can efficiently be suppressed
even in the case of extremely high phase errors.
Additionally, a coherent averaging process can be used to
improve the signal to noise ratio of the processed images.
The SIREV principle can also be combined with the
SAR principle for a very high squinted imaging geometry.
Although it is not possible to improve the azimuth
resolution in the middle of the imaging sector, the Doppler
effect can be exploited to improve the resolution in the
forward direction by forming a synthetic aperture
orthogonal to the SIREV antenna. In this case, several
image frames have to be stored and the Doppler history can
be used due to the coherent nature of the data acquisition
scheme. This resolution improvement assumes, however,
that the platform has a forward movement which is not
necessarily the case for an imaging with the SIREV
principle. A downward looking geometry can also be
considered in the case of a moving platform [3].
Interferometry may also be implemented by adding a
second transmit antenna with a baseline in the flight
direction plane and perpendicular to the line of sight. The
same array of receiving antennas as for two-dimensional
imaging can be used so that the additional hardware
requirements are minimized. In this case, however, an
inertial navigation system as well as a precise positioning
system like differential GPS is required for accurate
height determination. The feasibility of such a system
using longer wavelength radar, e.g. for forest biomass
estimation, will be investigated in a future work.
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